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Term 2 School Calendar:
Week 1:
Monday ANZAC Day Holiday
Tuesday Pupil Free Day
Week 6:
Thursday Colour Run Fundraiser
Friday W42 running gathering
with buddies
Week 10:
Wednesday Reports go home
Friday End of Term 2, 2pm
dismissal

WELCOME TO TERM TWO
This term is a very exciting term for our classes as we will be learning
new topics and continuing to develop our knowledge in all areas. A
major aspect of this term is goal setting. Goals are crucial
to school success and areas of life beyond the classroom. Setting and
tracking goals helps your child learn important life skills such as
planning and time management while also building communication
skills, self-awareness, and confidence.

CPC
This term, students will be
participating in activities
exploring the second focus
area: Relationships. They will
be exploring rights and
responsibilities, trust and
networks, and developing
personal identity. They will be
exploring power in
relationships.
CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP
This term students will be
focusing on Civics and
Citizenship. We will be covering
Australian democracy,
citizenship, The Three Levels of
Government and the power of
systems.
SCIENCE
In Science this term we will
cover Chemical Sciences. We
will be exploring the concept of
reversible and irreversible
changes to materials. We will
be completing experiments
alongside writing science
reports based on our
predictions and observations.

MATHEMATICS
This term we will continue to develop our understanding of patterns

and algebra, specifically; exploring the use of brackets and order of
operations to write number sentences. We will also be focusing on
comparing, representing and connecting fractions, decimals and
percentages. We will have opportunities to problem solve and have
rich discussions which will enable risk taking and questioning
throughout learning.
ENGLISH

This term students will be completing a persuasive text covering the
text structure, language features and devices. This will be presented
to the class later on in the term. During guided reading, students will
continue to develop their understanding of reading strategies,
comprehension, vocabulary and fluency. They will analyse a variety of
fiction and non-fiction texts. One of our main goals this term is to
complete effective proof reading and editing skills to develop a
successful, well-written piece of work.
NIT Teachers:

PE

W41: Des
W42: Michael
W41: Lauren

Japanese
Arts

W42: Erin
W41/42: Abby

We look forward to working with W41/42 to have a successful term 2.

